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Introduction.

Piano.
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man in the moon, On a seat in the park they will
nothing to fear, For you know all is fair, she won't

sit after dark With no one to see how they
frighten you there By the cry, "Oh, don't mother is

spoon! With her head on his breast, Now you know all the
tear!" There's no gas to put out, And no father to

rest, For I'm sure that you all have been there,
shout, "Mary, is that young man going soon?"
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And you know how it feels, The sensation that
If the girl's heart is true, She will nestle to

steals round your heart, Well it's nice, I declare
you and make love, by the light of the moon!

By the

Chorus.

moon's pale light, On a starry

night, With the girl you love, your sweet turtle
dove, And no-one in sight Then you steal

a kiss Oh, what joy what bliss!

And you sigh and you tease, And you cuddle and squeeze By the

moon's pale light! In the light!

By The Moons Pale Light.
TRY THESE OVER ON YOUR PIANO

CARESSSES

Waltz

Also published for Band and Orchestra

By EUGENE C. LESSER

Tempo di Valse
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